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Grover Cleveland: American Interests in the Cuban Revolution (1896):
http://www.mtholyoke.edu/acad/intrel/gc26.htm
THE INSURRECTION IN CUBA still continues with all its perplexities. It is difficult to perceive that
any progress has thus far been made toward the pacification of the island or that the situation of affairs
as depicted in my last annual message has in the least improved….
Indeed, as the contest has gone on, the pretense that civil government exists on the island, except so far
as Spain is able to maintain it, has been practically abandoned. Spain does keep on foot such a
government, more or less imperfectly, in the large towns and their immediate suburbs. But, that
exception being made, the entire country is either given over to anarchy or is subject to the military
occupation of one or the other party….
Meanwhile, as in all cases of protracted civil strife, the passions of the combatants grow more and more
inflamed, and excesses on both sides become more frequent and more deplorable. They are also
participated in by bands of marauders, who, now in the name of one party and now in the name of the
other, as may best suit the occasion, harry the country at will and plunder its wretched inhabitants for
their own advantage…
The sure result would seem to be that the industrial value of the island is fast diminishing, and that
unless there is a speedy and radical change in existing conditions, it will soon disappear altogether. That
value consists very largely, of course, in its capacity to produce sugar - a capacity already much reduced
by the interruptions to tillage which have taken place during the last two years…
The spectacle of the utter ruin of an adjoining country, by nature one of the most fertile and charming on
the globe, would engage the serious attention of the government and people of the United States in any
circumstances…It is reasonably estimated that at least from $30 million to $50 million of American
capital are invested in plantations and in railroad, mining, and other business enterprises on the island.
The volume of trade between the United States and Cuba, which in 1889 amounted to about $64 million,
rose in 1893 to about $103 million, and in 1894, the year before the present insurrection broke out,
amounted to nearly $96 million….
These inevitable entanglements of the United States with the rebellion in Cuba, the large American
property interests affected, and considerations of philanthropy and humanity in general, have led to a
vehement demand in various quarters for some sort of positive intervention on the part of the United
States…It is now also suggested that the United States should buy the island - a suggestion possibly
worthy of consideration if there were any evidence of a desire or willingness on the part of Spain to
entertain such a proposal. It is urged, finally, that, all other methods failing, the existing internecine
strife in Cuba should be terminated by our intervention, even at the cost of a war between the United
States and Spain - a war which its advocates confidently prophesy could be neither large in its
proportions nor doubtful in its issue.
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The correctness of this forecast need be neither affirmed nor denied. The United States has nevertheless
a character to maintain as a nation, which plainly dictates that right and not might should be the rule of
its conduct. Further, though the United States is not a nation to which peace is a necessity, it is in truth
the most pacific of powers and desires nothing so much as to live in amity with all the world. Its own
ample and diversified domains satisfy all possible longings for territory, preclude all dreams of
conquest, and prevent any casting of covetous eyes upon neighboring regions, however attractive. …
Nevertheless, realizing that suspicions and precautions on the part of the weaker of two combatants are
always natural and not always unjustifiable, being sincerely desirous in the interest of both as well as on
its own account that the Cuban problem should be solved with the least possible delay, it was intimated
by this government to the government of Spain some months ago that, if a satisfactory measure of home
rule were tendered the Cuban insurgents and would be accepted by them upon a guarantee of its
execution, the United States would endeavor to find a way not objectionable to Spain of furnishing such
guarantee. While no definite response to this intimation has yet been received from the Spanish
government, it is believed to be not altogether unwelcome, while, as already suggested, no reason is
perceived why it should not be approved by the insurgents.
Neither party can fail to see the importance of early action, and both must realize that to prolong the
present state of things for even a short period will add enormously to the time and labor and expenditure
necessary to bring about the industrial recuperation of the island. It is therefore fervently hoped on all
grounds that earnest efforts for healing the breach between Spain and the insurgent Cubans, upon the
lines above indicated, may be at once inaugurated and pushed to an immediate and successful is-sue.
The. friendly offices of the United States, either in the manner above outlined or in any other way
consistent with our Constitution and laws, will always be at the disposal of either party.
Whatever circumstances may arise, our policy and our interests would constrain us to object to the
acquisition of the island or an interference with its control by any other power.
It should be added that it cannot be reasonably assumed that the hitherto expectant attitude of the United
States will be indefinitely maintained. While we are anxious to accord all due respect to the sovereignty
of Spain, we cannot view the pending conflict in all its features and properly apprehend our inevitably
close relations to it and its possible results without considering that, by the course of events, we may be
drawn into such an unusual and unprecedented condition as will fix a limit to our patient waiting for
Spain to end the contest, either alone and in her own way or with our friendly cooperation…
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President McKinley’s Declaration of War, 1898: http://www.mtholyoke.edu/acad/intrel/mkinly2.htm
…The present revolution is but the successor of other similar insurrections which have occurred in Cuba
against the dominion of Spain, extending over a period of nearly half a century, each of which, during its
progress, has subjected the United States to great effort and expense in enforcing its neutrality laws,
caused enormous losses to American trade and commerce, caused irritation, annoyance, and disturbance
among our citizens, and, by the exercise of cruel, barbarous, and uncivilized practices of warfare,
shocked the sensibilities and offended the humane sympathies of our people.
...The grounds for such intervention may be briefly summarized as follows:
First, in the cause of humanity and to put an end to the barbarities, bloodshed, starvation, and horrible
miseries now existing there, and which the parties to the conflict are either unable or unwilling to stop or
mitigate. It is no answer to say this is all in another country, belonging to another nation, and is therefore
none of our business. It is specially our duty, for it is right at our door.
Second, we owe it to our citizens in Cuba to afford them that protection and indemnity for life and
property which no government there can or will afford, and to that end to terminate the conditions that
deprive them of legal protection.
Third, the right to intervene may be justified by the very serious injury to the commerce, trade, and
business of our people, and by the wanton destruction of property and devastation of the island.
Fourth, and which is of the utmost importance, the present condition of affairs in Cuba is a constant
menace to our peace, and entails upon this government an enormous expense. With such a conflict
waged for years in an island so near us and with which our people have such trade and business
relations; when the lives and liberty of our citizens are in constant danger and their property destroyed
and themselves ruined; where our trading vessels are liable to seizure and are seized at our very door by
warships of a foreign nation, the expeditions of filibustering that we are powerless to prevent altogether,
and the irritating questions and entanglements thus arising -- all these and others that I need not mention,
with the resulting strained relations, are a constant menace to our peace, and compel us to keep on a
semiwar footing with a nation with which we are at peace.
These elements of danger and disorder already pointed out have been strikingly illustrated by a tragic
event which has deeply and justly moved the American people. I have already transmitted to Congress
the report of the Naval Court of Inquiry on the destruction of the battleship Maine in the harbor of
Havana during the night of the 15th of February. The destruction of that noble vessel has filled the
national heart with inexpressible horror. Two hundred and fifty-eight brave sailors and marines and two
officers of our Navy, reposing in the fancied security of a friendly harbor, have been hurled to death,
grief and want brought to their homes, and sorrow to the nation.
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The Naval Court of Inquiry, which, it is needless to say, commands the unqualified confidence of the
government, was unanimous in its conclusion that the destruction of the Maine was caused by an
exterior explosion, that of a submarine mine. It did not assume to place the responsibility. That remains
to be fixed.
In any event, the destruction of the Maine, by whatever exterior cause, is a patent and impressive proof
of a state of things in Cuba that is intolerable. That condition is thus shown to be such that the Spanish
government cannot assure safety and security to a vessel of the American Navy in the harbor of Havana
on a mission of peace, and rightfully there. . . .
The long trial has proved that the object for which Spain has waged the war cannot be attained. The fire
of insurrection may flame or may smolder with varying seasons, but it has not been, and it is plain that it
cannot be, extinguished by present methods. The only hope of relief and repose from a condition which
can no longer be endured is the enforced pacification of Cuba. In the name of humanity, in the name of
civilization, in behalf of endangered American interests which give us the right and the duty to speak
and to act, the war in Cuba must stop.
In view of these facts and of these considerations, I ask the Congress to authorize and empower the
President to take measures to secure a full and final termination of hostilities between the government of
Spain and the people of Cuba, and to secure in the island the establishment of a stable government,
capable of maintaining order and observing its international obligations, insuring peace and tranquillity
and the security of its citizens as well as our own, and to use the military and naval forces of the United
States as may be necessary for these purposes.
And in the interest of humanity and to aid in preserving the lives of the starving people of the island, I
recommend that the distribution of food and supplies be continued, and that an appropriation be made
out of the public Treasury to supplement the charity of our citizens...
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